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As the New York Times reported in January 1960, the residents of the Swiss canton of Geneva were witnessing a “Yankee invasion”, but it was “an invasion not of troops or even tourists but of people with money to spend the year round, and work to do.”¹ The New York Times was pointing out the visible manifestation of US foreign direct investment’s (FDI) irresistible growth in Switzerland after 1945.² The country’s particular advantages made it a favored location for the establishment of European head offices and R&D facilities by U.S. firms. The attractiveness of the Swiss fiscal regime was a particular driver behind this trend,³ even if other factors such as Switzerland’s political stability, its declared neutrality, the strength of its currency, its educated and multilingual workforce and its geographic centrality in Europe might have played a role.⁴ Swiss cantons — which were the states of the Swiss Confederation— were in fierce competition to attract new corporate taxpayers by providing low taxation rates and rebates, while Swiss banks and law firms used various advertising channels to promote Switzerland as a safe tax haven thanks to Swiss banking secrecy.⁵

This working paper investigates unintended consequences of US FDI in Switzerland: the increased competition that US firms generated within the national labor market and the challenge their hiring practices constituted for the institutional settings in which labor relations were embedded. As we shall see, at a time when the Swiss economy was booming and the unemployment rate was close to zero, the side effect of the arrival of US multinationals, triggered by fiscal incentives, was that it dramatically contributed to depleting the job market, especially with respect to engineers and qualified administrative staff. Moreover, Swiss labor relations were embedded in specific institutional arrangements, marked by business-labor negotiations, the importance of skilled labor, and reliance on a foreign workforce to fulfill labor demand in the less competitive sectors of the economy.⁶ By analyzing the competitive dynamics of the labor market caused by the arrival of US multinationals as well as the way in which Swiss political and business elites dealt with this issue, this working paper provides new insights on the challenges that US FDI raised for
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local firms and the prevailing capitalist system during the postwar economic boom. It therefore contributes to two bodies of literature: one that deals with the arrival of US firms in Europe after 1945 and another that tackles the contribution of business history to the variety of capitalism (VOC) scholarship.

The historical literature on Americanization during the 1950s and 1960s has mostly assessed the extent to which US multinationals adapted their labor management practices to the local context and the reactions of the local workforce and labor unions. Regarding the difference between US and European labor relations systems, Schröter underlines the propensity of US firms to insist on the individual betterment of the workers, while in Europe, notions of collective and social equity prevail. For instance, US firms were inclined to offer individual bonus schemes which could be withdrawn when the employees left the company and thereby helped to uphold the loyalty of the workforce. Moreover, American unions were usually established inside the enterprise, while unions in continental Europe tended to be organized outside in a more centralized fashion. When the two labor relations systems met through US FDI in Europe, scholars usually insist on US multinationals’ willingness to avoid the introduction of the European style of industry-wide collective bargaining in their European subsidiaries, even if some studies showed that this picture needs to be more nuanced. In the cases of Opel and General Motors in West Germany, Fetzer showed how the views were far from homogenous on the US and German sides and the need for more finely tuned studies to understand the complexities of power relations and explain the degree of implementation of the “American model”. It is remarkable that while business interest associations were, alongside labor unions, at the center of the European coordinated capitalist model and that the state often played the role of arbitrator, we know very little about their reactions and strategies with respect to US hiring and labor management practices. This lack of empirical knowledge is particularly regrettable since these tripartite relations are at the core of studies in comparative political economy.

Indeed, since the publication of Peter A. Hall and David Soskice’s book entitled Varieties of Capitalism: The Institutional Foundations of Comparative Advantage in 2001, there has been a renewed interest in connecting business studies and comparative political economy. In their theory, the firm is central, and the types of relations they develop with one another, as well as with labor unions and governments, constitute the “micro-foundation” of two main capitalist models: coordinated market economies, mostly prevalent in continental Europe, and liberal market economies, emblematic of Britain and the USA. Since “the firm” happens to be business historians’ main subject of investigation, prominent figures in the field naturally started to tackle this issue of VOC, wondering what contributions they might make and the benefit of
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adopting methodologies and concepts from that tradition. As Mira Wilkins noted, one of the questions business historians could contribute to is “how multinationals fit into the VOC thesis”, by analyzing the extent to which multinationals have changed the nature of capitalism in host and in home states. Analyzing, in a contextualized fashion, the dynamics triggered by FDI, seems indeed to be particularly relevant to VOC literature, since several critics have pointed out its ahistorical nature and the absence of actors and process. In fact, the economic history literature on Americanization and the impact of US multinationals in Europe is about how a model of productive efficiency and its essential features were transferred across borders, and where its successes and limitations lay. Therefore, investigating the challenges that the arrival of US companies on the labor market raised for local firms and the strategies developed by business and political representatives to cope with it, not only fills some gaps in our knowledge of US FDI impacts in Europe, but also has a heuristic value in offering a contextualized and dynamic vision of the post-war Swiss coordinated capitalism. US multinationals were indeed throwing sand in the wheels of the existing capitalist system, revealing its characteristics and its adaptability.

To provide such insights, this working paper relies on historical sources from the Swiss Federal Archives and from the Swiss Federation of Commerce and Industry, commonly called the “Vorort”, which was a peak business association that mainly represented the interests of the Swiss export industry. During the 1950s and 1960s, the Vorort surveyed its affiliates, namely firms and sectoral organizations, to understand the impact of the establishment of US headquarters and R&D facilities in Switzerland. These surveys are valuable sources for grasping the diversity of opinions within Swiss businesses. Moreover, minutes of the Vorort’s directing committee shed light on projected strategies to deal with the US companies’ impact on the national labor market. Additionally, documents from the Swiss Federal Archives proved useful in
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understanding the Swiss central administration’s approach and the extent to which it diverged from the fiscal attraction strategies of the Swiss cantons than is much better acknowledged in the existing literature.

This working paper is structured as follows. The first section analyzes the implications for Swiss businesses of the establishment of several US R&D centers during the mid-1950s and the debates this generated within both Swiss business interest associations and the Swiss federal administration. The second section demonstrates how Swiss business elites promoted self-regulation mechanisms and coordination between firms to deal with the lack of workers and the potential resulting wage increases. The third section focuses on the strategies developed by political and business representatives with the increased arrival of US multinationals at the beginning of the 1960s and underlines the limitations of their approach.

**Unfair players? US Research Labs and Poaching Engineers**

US FDI in Switzerland was initiated well before the postwar economic boom. Mira Wilkins has pointed out that several US firms had, in the 1920s, already established holding companies in Switzerland, Luxembourg and Lichtenstein, generally for tax reasons. The end of the 1950s inaugurated a new wave of such enterprises, triggered by the encouraging prospects of the ongoing European integration process. US multinationals were indeed somewhat overly optimistic that a large integrated European market was on the horizon. After the Treaty of Rome was signed in 1957, they envisioned that the countries of the European Free Trade Association (EFTA), of which Switzerland was one, would soon join the European Economic Community (EEC). Because of this perspective, US multinationals decided where to set up their subsidiaries within Europe according a country’s locational advantages, and therefore did not limit their investments to the EEC area. Switzerland, thanks to its banking secrecy and the tax breaks offered by many cantons and municipalities to big business and rich individuals, soon attracted the European headquarters of several US companies. Moreover, since the interwar period, the Swiss authorities had negotiated several bilateral taxation agreements with their European neighbors, which allowed Swiss-based multinationals to repatriate their profits in Switzerland without first being taxed abroad. The revenues of US subsidiaries located in Europe could therefore be run through their Swiss-based companies which allowed them to optimize their taxation level. In addition to holding companies and European headquarters, many US multinationals chose to establish research centers to take advantage of Switzerland’s qualified and multilingual workforce. In 1953, the 150 largest US multinationals had established 39 subsidiaries in Switzerland. This number exploded during the following decade, with Switzerland having 267 subsidiaries of the largest US firms on its soil by 1967.
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From the mid-1950s, the arrival of US subsidiaries, and especially of R&D facilities, did not go unnoticed. The creation of several research centers led by US foundations made the headlines, while Swiss political representatives and prominent researchers were invited to their opening ceremonies. For instance, the Battelle Memorial Institute in Geneva, named after the steel industry pioneer Gordon Battelle and whose goal was to develop technical knowledge for the industrial and agricultural sectors, was inaugurated with fanfare in 1953. Several major US companies also implemented new R&D hubs, such as the Radio Corporation of America (RCA), The International Business Machines Corp. (IBM) and General Electric Co. (GE), often with mediatized political support and in collaboration with Swiss scientific institutions such as the Swiss Federal Institute for Technology (Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule, hereafter ETH) in Zurich.

These new arrivals were nevertheless not unanimously welcomed. Complaints from Swiss companies soon came to the attention of the regional Chambers of Commerce, sectoral business associations and ultimately the Vorort, accusing these new subsidiaries of harvesting young engineers and graduates. For instance, the Zurich Chamber of Commerce, in a letter addressed to the Vorort, reported receiving many grievances from its members deploiring the fact that Swiss universities were becoming US multinationals’ “playground“. It also stated that it was unfortunate that graduates that came to ETH in particular were targeted since financing it cost the state about 10 million CHF each year, while many Swiss companies were making donations to sustain its research activities. Furthermore, the Swiss educational system’s promotion of vocational training implied that for firms who undertook the training of apprentice technicians, employee turnover was particularly detrimental. US multinationals were therefore perceived as freeloaders who took advantage of the qualifications of the Swiss workforce without paying the costs of its education.

Moreover, the new phenomenon of worker poaching within Switzerland just added to the pressure that firms in the US were already exerting on the national labor market. At that time, it was indeed common for US companies to advertise in Swiss newspapers for jobs located in the US. For example, an advertisement published in the Neue Zürcher Zeitung by a Massachusetts microwave company which targeted “physicist engineers”, was brought to the Vorort’s attention. The firm offered to “assume the cost of the relocation to the USA”, “help to find a house”, and trumpeted Boston’s “cultural life, symphony concerts, theatre and art exhibitions.” The various advantages provided by US multinationals, as well as the relatively high salaries they offered, constituted serious incentives for young graduates to move abroad. Such “brain drain” issues were not confined to Switzerland. The problem of the emigration of scientists was for instance discussed as early as 1952 within the British Advisory Council on Scientific Policy. The expression “brain drain” was coined in 1963 in a report by the British Royal Society which showed that the annual rate of recent PhDs moving permanently or temporarily to the USA was over 22 per cent of the total output.
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study gave rise to public debate in several other European countries. Swiss businesses therefore suffered from double trends: the “classical form of brain drain” with firms in the US incentivizing graduates to move abroad and an “internal form of brain drain” with US multinationals poaching engineers and technicians within the country.

The Vorort and the federal authorities had to investigate this issue more closely in 1956, after George J. Szasz, who was meant to occupy a leading position in GE’s new research center in Zurich, requested a residence permit from the Aliens Police (Fremdenpolizei) in the Canton of Zurich. While the Swiss constitution guaranteed “freedom of trade and industry” for citizens as well as foreigners, thus implying the right to freely launch a new business, immigration was closely regulated, and the cantonal authorities could choose to grant or deny work and residence permits. The cantonal Aliens Police followed general federal guidelines, but they enjoyed a certain leeway and would often base their decisions on the perceived needs of the local economy and after consultation with cantonal business associations and labor unions. The control of immigration was therefore embedded in the Swiss coordinated system, in which business interest associations played a prominent role in regulating the economy. Since John Szasz was a high-profile economic immigrant, the Zurich Aliens Police requested the Zurich Chamber of Commerce’s opinion on the matter. Predicated on complaints from some machine tool industry’s representatives, the Chamber gave a negative reply to the cantonal authorities, while some ETH professors expressed their full support for GE’s future research manager. In the face of such contradictory signals, the Zurich cantonal authorities reached out to the federal level for advice. In parallel, on the business side, the Vorort was requested to investigate the case. This simple immigration application would therefore occupy all levels of the Swiss coordinated economy system, from regional businesses and authorities right up to the federal level and peak business associations. It is also remarkable that labor unions were absent from these discussions, since the increased demand on the labor market benefitted mostly to the workers. The explanation lies probably in the fact, that the handling of US FDI was seen as a matter of economic policy and not of labor relations. Traditionally, Swiss labor unions would not play a central role in determining the former. Moreover, at the time, labor unions were not concerned with job creation since labor demand was constantly superior as labor supply.

The Vorort expressed the opinion that the GE case and the residence and work permits for its research manager shouldn’t be assessed separately, but the business community should discuss in general the question of granting permits for future leading figures of US multinationals. To do so, the Vorort launched a survey to collect the opinions of its affiliates, which would capture a whole and clearer picture of the
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situation and determine the general strategy of the business community. 37 No business associations denied that the labor shortage in Switzerland, especially for qualified workers, and the additional demand resulting from US multinationals’ FDI constituted an issue. Even Industrie-Holding, a business association representing Swiss-based industrial multinationals, made the following observation:

One cannot overlook that research centers established in Switzerland by U.S. companies are taking away experts from individual Swiss firms. This was confirmed by one of our member company which has recently lost three technicians [...]. We also have to consider the danger that, in the future, Swiss companies will increasingly lose specialists and, consequently, that the wage level for such personnel might experience an unhealthy increase. 38

But when it came to the question of taking concrete actions such as denying residence permits for US managing directors, opinions were far from unanimous. Fearing retaliation measures, Swiss multinationals generally recommended against it. Swiss investment in the US had indeed a long history. In 1914, Switzerland was already the sixth major investor after Britain, Germany, Holland France and Canada and by the end of the 1920s, some Swiss multinationals, such as Hoffmann-La Roche, already conducted research on US soil. 39 Because of their own research laboratories in the US, Swiss multinationals needed residence permits for their Swiss managing staff too. Consequently, their association, Industrie-Holding, reported to the Vorort that Swiss multinationals “could hardly imagine the Swiss authorities risking being criticized for discriminatory practices against US citizens” since their reciprocal interests were at stake. 40

In a similar vein, the Swiss Society of Chemical Industries as well as the Geneva Chamber of Commerce stated that research could not be considered in isolation anymore and that the potential for collaboration with US partners was rather to be judged positively. 41 The Swiss Association of Machinery Manufacturers underlined how “tricky” it was to take a common stand on this question, because while the most internationalized firms, such as Brown Boveri & Cie advocated avoiding any “openly nationalist attitude”, 42 smaller firms could not afford higher salaries and provided several concrete examples of engineer poaching. 43 These diverging positions were emblematic of the dualism of the Swiss economy,
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with, on the one hand, very outward-oriented competitive firms and, on the other hand, small business and inward-oriented companies which were more inclined to accept selective forms of protectionism.44

The Vorort, according to the survey’s results and in line with its usual liberal rhetoric, stated that no special actions should be taken to prevent the establishment of US companies in Switzerland.45 In January 1957, the Federal Aliens Police sent a circular to its cantonal sections advocating a “liberal attitude” in such matters.46 In this regard, Swiss business and political elites followed the same rational as other large investor countries such as the UK and Germany which wanted to preserve the reciprocal interests of their own multinationals.47 For instance Jones points out that in the British case, the Exchange Control Act of 1947, which allowed the Treasury to validate or deny investments based on certain criteria, was implemented with caution and that considerable attention was devoted to simplifying these administrative procedures thanks to the government’s belief in the benefits of US FDI.48 Actually, in the Swiss case, most permits for strategic US staff were granted. For instance, the Zurich Chamber of Commerce reported that between January 1957 and April 1959, of the 91 permit requests considered strategic and therefore carefully evaluated by the Zurich Aliens Police, only 5 were ultimately denied.49 GE’s future manager of the Zurich-based research laboratory was nevertheless the collateral damage of this Swiss consultation procedure and had to wait several months before getting his permit.50

**Welcoming US Newcomers to the Swiss Employer’s Coordination System**

Swiss outward-oriented companies and the Vorort denounced state interference with the liberty of commerce and industry of US multinationals, but at the same time, recognizing that the labor market issue was far from insignificant, they brought other solutions to the table. The Swiss business community promoted consultation and self-regulation mechanisms, which were more in line with their usual handling of economic problems and their aversion to direct state intervention.51 Their basic approach was to inform US newcomers about the usual range of salaries and working conditions provided by Swiss firms in the same sector, so that they could comply with current practices.
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Such attempts at employer coordination were quite common at the time in Switzerland in the context of what was labelled “overemployment” and “economic overheating”. Labor peace was an iconic phenomenon of the postwar period, and within this framework, sectoral business associations and labor unions negotiated general working conditions. The Central Association of Swiss Employers, which was the peak association in charge of labor questions (while the Vorort was in charge of economic policies), regularly sent recommendations to its members urging them to resist labor demands, avoid employee poaching, and renounce the hiring of employees who frequently switched jobs to chase higher salaries. The lack of workers was particularly problematic for declining sectors such as the textile industry, which could not afford wage overbidding. To sustain economic growth and mitigate the imbalances in the labor market, Switzerland relied overall on immigration. Immigrants, mostly Italians, were not allowed to switch companies or cantons and therefore constituted a captive labor force, allowing the less competitive segments of the Swiss economy to survive.

It must also be noted that while US multinationals were arriving in Switzerland, Swiss multinationals were increasingly rationalizing and relocating part of their production abroad since they were not able to hire the desired number of workers. Labor unions usually did not fight technological and organizational innovations that contributed to saving the labor force. With respect to relocations, Industrie-Holding even noted that labor unions supported the slogan: “bring the machines to the workers (abroad) and not the workers to the machines (in Switzerland).” The federal authorities also tried to facilitate relocations, allowing Swiss firms to process their goods abroad and then reexport them in Switzerland without paying custom taxes. The idea was to relieve the labor market, decrease upward pressures on salaries and thereby ensure the survival of Swiss firms that were competing internationally. Since Switzerland relied heavily on exports, Swiss business and political elites were indeed very concerned about moderating wages and avoiding inflation to secure the competitiveness of Swiss goods on foreign markets.

Consequently, the arrival of US multinationals did not only exacerbate worker scarcity, but the additional jobs demand it generated also contributed to boosting wages. Moreover, US companies tended to be more generous, which reinforced the trend toward higher labor costs. The Central Association of Swiss Employers explained the situation to its affiliates in this fashion:

At the time of their implementation, these enterprises—who are usually unaware of either the labor market situation or of the average salary level—often hire their employees at conditions that are sometimes even considerably higher than the normal. This policy leads to an imbalance in the labor market and to overbidding in terms of remuneration, which is detrimental to the general interest of our economy. In order to avoid these
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drawbacks, the regional employers' associations should be able to inform these companies about the actual situation and the existing practices and possibly encourage them to join the appropriate organizations.  

The possibility of integrating US multinationals into the Swiss employer's coordination system was discussed during a gathering of concerned Swiss authorities and business associations' representatives in August 1956. The participants agreed that “rushing the Americans with demands and prohibitions” would prove counterproductive and that their efforts should be aimed at “creating an atmosphere of mutual trust” instead.

With respect to employers' coordination, the Monsanto case was presented as a favorable example. The US multinational declared its intention of opening a research laboratory in Switzerland in 1956. Monsanto was represented by a Swiss lawyer who gathered favorable arguments in its favor and was in close contact with other Swiss multinationals from the chemical industry to get their support. Through its intermediary, Monsanto offered to contribute to fundamental research by providing unconditional donations to public research institutions. Monsanto also assured its Swiss multinational counterparts that it would respect salary levels and the usual working conditions. Moreover, the firm promised that it was going to hire foreign staff as a priority, which was welcomed by the directors of CIBA, one of its Swiss competitors in the chemical sector.

IBM also facilitated the establishment of its R&D center in Switzerland through the development of connections with local politicians and with the ETH. To run its Swiss laboratory, IBM appointed Ambros Speiser, a Swiss researcher at the ETH working on an electronic computer and son of a Swiss politician. Speiser was interviewed in New York, IBM paying for his travel a cost that was equivalent to five months of his salary. After his appointment, Speiser reported being “urged not to employ Swiss graduates” while “others urged [IBM] not to employ aliens, because there were already too many immigrants in the country”. To respond to these criticisms, Speiser recruited his team, mainly from his personal academic network from universities in Germany, Holland, Belgium and England and published an article in August 1958 in the Neue Zürcher Zeitung, emphasizing that “a fair number of Swiss graduates who had planned to emigrate to the United States had changed their minds and chosen a position” in one of the newly established US laboratories, while “in several cases, Swiss scientists residing in the United States had been induced to return home with their families”. Speiser also underlined that IBM pay structure was in line with the national salary level and that many of its researchers were teaching at the ETH, therefore facilitating the transfer of knowledge to the students.

Despite some encouraging examples, such as that of Monsanto and IBM, Swiss business associations and authorities recognized that these coordination efforts, based on individual companies’ goodwill in
complying with usual wage levels and labor conditions, had only limited impact. As a representative of the Geneva Chamber of Commerce noted, it is in the nature of firms to grow, so that “any gentlemen’s agreement was condemned to go unheeded.” This basically meant that if firms needed workers, they would do whatever it took to hire them. Moreover, there is little evidence that US firms were actively involved in the activities of Swiss business associations. US multinationals only joined Industrie-Holding, the association of Swiss multinationals, after it changed its status to welcome Swiss-based firms with foreign ownership in the 1990s.

These coordination efforts nevertheless reveal that wage increase was perceived as a real threat to Swiss firms’ competitiveness and provide a good illustration of employers’ preference for self-regulation. Schaufelbuehl shows that similar feelings were prevalent within business interest associations of other European countries which shared hostility to state intervention and favored finding solutions between businessmen to address the “Americanization” issues. Indeed, despite their concerns about US technological supremacy and product competition, European business elites generally promoted free trade and capital flows and therefore had little interest in seeing the state adopt restrictive practices against US FDI. Swiss business associations were no exception in this regard. What is noteworthy, however, is that these organizations were not inclined to accept the law of supply and demand, when the equilibrium was favorable to workers and that they tried to neutralize competition on the labor market through employers' coordination between Swiss firms, but also, when possible, with foreign multinationals.

From “Laissez-Faire” to Underhanded Administrative Tactics

At the beginning of the 1960, the arrival of US multinationals gained increased visibility, especially in the Cantons of Zurich and Geneva. Several press articles spoke of “invasion” or “saturation”. The phenomenon was also acknowledged in the US press, with, for example, the New York Times reporting several manifestations of this “invasion” such as “Big burgers’ in Geneva restaurants, Chevrolets in the roads and blue jeans in the streets, the baby-sitter industry and little girls from the Midwest shopping for ketchup”. The New York Times, and the press in general, made no mystery of US multinationals’ motivation in establishing subsidiaries in Switzerland, explaining that “most of all, it is the willingness of the Geneva canton to give American companies just about the best tax break they can find anywhere that has brought them to Geneva.” As a matter of fact, the “victim state” welcomed the so-called invasion. In 1960, the Federal Aliens Police reported the creation of 319 new enterprises, among which 160 chose
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Geneva and 135 Zurich. The number of US immigrants living in Switzerland more than doubled between 1950 and 1960, even if they only represented 1.1% of the 450,000 foreigners present in the country.

When the Federal Aliens Police reported these US immigration numbers to the Division of Commerce, it specified that these numbers should be weighed “qualitatively”, since US immigrants were of an important type, mostly businessmen, leading scientists and top managers and their arrival would stimulate the economy further. Some of the US subsidiaries grew rapidly indeed. Du Pont de Nemours, for example, employed five people when its Geneva subsidiary was established in 1959. A year later, about 240 employees were working for the firm in Geneva, among them 40 foreigners and 200 Swiss. The Swiss National Bank estimated that the stock of US FDI, which corresponded to 25 million USD in 1950 and 82 million USD in 1958, more than quadrupled to reach 553 million USD in 1962. The arrival of US multinationals at the beginning of the 1960s seemed exponential.

To encourage this trend, a dense ecosystem of Swiss Banks and business lawyers offered their services to US multinationals and were using massive propaganda to attract more and more of them. For example, a brochure prepared by some Swiss tax experts and entitled “Swiss Tax Shelter Opportunities for U.S. Business” promised US clients to relieve them of the “tremendous tax burden” which was affecting US companies. The US Department of Commerce also provided information for companies willing to invest in Switzerland. While some advice related to administrative requirements and fiscal rules, some of them were as specific as stating that “electric refrigerators are very small by U.S. standards and inadequate in ice making or storage capacity” or that “social life in Switzerland can best be described as rather quiet on the whole.” Beyond the anecdotes, these examples show the increased demand for precise information about Switzerland. Moreover, the Swiss Consulate in New York received many solicitations for administrative assistance on behalf of US companies and businessmen.

The impression of facing a runaway phenomenon was soon voiced by the Vorort and certain parts of the Federal administration. In December 1959, during a session of the Vorort’s executive committee, one member regretted that US FDI was “a new component of economic overexpansion”, increasing the demand for workers, offices, housing, and consumer goods. In addition, US multinationals were also criticized for
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their takeovers of Swiss firms and their use of the Swiss capital market to finance expansion. Regarding the labor market issues in particular, concerns were not restricted to the phenomenon of engineer and technician poaching as in the mid-1950s but focused more and more on the inflationary effects of the additional demand for office staff. The Zurich Chamber of Commerce accused US firms of simply applying the exchange rate to US salaries and therefore “threatening labor peace”. Carl Koechlin, director of Geigy, a multinational from the chemical sector, stated that ELLE magazine advertised how much money young secretaries working for US firms could make and on top of that, “not much was expected from them as long as they looked smart and pretty”.

In the face of these concerns, the Vorort and Swiss Federal authorities decided at the beginning of the 1960s that, at the very least, Swiss diplomatic services should not strengthen the trend by providing information for potential US newcomers. The Embassy of Switzerland wrote to all its US consular offices to urge them to avoid any type of “Investitionspropaganda” and to refuse to circulate promotional brochures created by Swiss banks and fiscal experts. The Vorort and the Federal Aliens Police also started to advocate more restraint in granting residence and work permits for US immigrants. The first step was to harmonize the procedure between the different cantons by creating a questionnaire to assess the permit applications. Soon after, in April 1961, the Federal Department of Justice and Police wrote to its cantonal sections to ask them to be more stringent by only granting permits to people slated to run a new subsidiary that would prove “beneficial from the perspective of the whole Swiss economy”. The Vorort also sent similar guidelines to the cantonal Chambers of Commerce which were often consulted by the cantonal Aliens Police in making their decisions. The idea was therefore to obstruct unwished for FDI by creating some underhanded administrative complications. The Vorort explained this strategy in a crystal-clear way in a 1962 meeting:

---
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Per se, the establishment of foreign subsidiaries cannot be prevented. It is their right in a free economy. The majority of these companies, however, require residence and work permits for their foreign executives. The practice of the Aliens Police constitutes therefore a means of indirect influence. […] Generally, the parent company wants to send its employees to Switzerland. In these cases, the 'international center' will be set up in another location as long as the Swiss authorities refuse residence and work permits. 89

The Vorort specified that the case-by-case evaluations should be handled discreetly and that Swiss companies working in the same sector as the US newcomer should have input about the granting or denying of permits. 90 Fear of US retaliation also became less critical as the US government became increasingly concerned about US tax evasion in Switzerland during the 1960s. 91 In an April 1961 official address, US President John Fitzgerald Kennedy explicitly targeted Switzerland as a “Tax Haven”, so Swiss business and political elites feared the repudiation or renegotiation of the US-Swiss bilateral taxation agreement which was of vital importance for Swiss multinationals. It seemed more relevant than ever to slow down the too obvious arrival of US giants in the Swiss fiscal paradise. 92

Nevertheless, the agreed underhanded administrative tactics requested by the Federal Aliens Police and supported by the Vorort proved ultimately to have only limited impact. The Swiss cantons, did not follow the federal guidelines scrupulously and, because of the Swiss federal system, they had the final say in granting permits. They therefore enjoyed much leeway in defining whether a new FDI would be “of benefit to the whole economy” or not, and often deemed that because it would bring a new taxpayer, it was beneficial. In the case of Britain, Jones underlined how the administration struggled with the vagueness of the criteria to assess if a certain FDI was advantageous or disadvantageous. 93 The same observation describes the Swiss authorities at the time. The Geneva Canton, as well as its Chamber of Commerce which was dominated by financial firms, was particularly derided by the Vorort for being “still not very rigorous”, while several other cantons clearly stated their intention to take advantage of the saturation prevailing in Geneva and Zurich to get their piece of the pie. 94

The case of Socony Mobil Oil is representative of the difficulties experienced by the Vorort and the Federal authorities in enforcing stricter permit-granting regulations to US citizens based on goodwill and non-mandatory immigration guidelines. In 1962, this US petroleum company chose Switzerland in which to establish two new subsidiaries: the Mobil Mediterranean West Africa SA in Lausanne to oversee the operations in North Africa, Spain and Portugal, and the Mobil Regional Service Geneva SA to provide commercial and technical assistance for sales in the European market as well as in Switzerland and Austria. When applying for work and residence permits for its managing staff, Socony Mobil Oil was asked to

90 SHIV, 16.
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provide information about its motivation in choosing Switzerland and the activities the company sought to conduct in the country. Socony Mobil Oil justified its decision to set up in Europe because of the creation of the Common Market and the Russian offensive in the oil industry, and specifically Switzerland because of its lack of a colonial past.\textsuperscript{95} It also stated that in addition to its American managing staff, the firms would hire 200 to 300 employees in Switzerland to run its offices in Lausanne and Geneva.

These hiring plans were far from insignificant in 1962 Switzerland, since unemployment was almost nonexistent, with the number of 832 unemployed people in the whole country,\textsuperscript{96} while the number of foreign workers had increased by about 100,000 each year between 1959 and 1961.\textsuperscript{97} Moreover, the high dependency of the Swiss economy on foreign immigration was increasingly criticized within the population and by the labor unions.\textsuperscript{98} With such considerations in mind, the Swiss Federal Aliens Police, backed by the Vorort, advised the Vaud and Geneva cantons to deny the permits:

There is currently no unemployment in any of the occupational categories from which the Socony Mobil Oil subsidiaries would need to hire. The companies in question would therefore be obliged either to bring junior staff from abroad in addition to the senior executives essential to their management, or to recruit personnel of this category already employed by other companies, usually Swiss, thanks to more favorable salary and working conditions. The domestic companies thus deprived of some of their employees would have to replace them by foreign workers. Given the current situation of our labor market, the establishment in Switzerland of subsidiaries of foreign companies of the importance of Socony Mobil Oil Cy. Inc. would inevitably increase the number of foreigners working in Switzerland, which is already too high.\textsuperscript{99}

After various exchanges of views between the cantonal authorities and their federal counterparts, as well as between the cantonal Chambers of Commerce and the Vorort, the Canton of Geneva did not change its welcoming attitude at all. Worse, it only provided 14 lines of justification for its approval without specifying any concrete advantages or disadvantages for the establishment of the Socony Mobil Oil subsidiary. Moreover, the Vorort discovered that some of the prospective leading figures in Mobil Regional Service Geneva SA had already settled in Geneva thanks to direct assistance from the canton.\textsuperscript{100}

This process of “soft and discrete” regulation of the arrival of US multinationals therefore shows how opinions from different governmental bodies were far from homogenous, which led to diverging ponderations of, on the one hand, the advantages of gaining new taxpayers and greater economic stimulation, and, on the other hand, the disadvantages of wage increases and economic overheating. Similarly, the business community was divided between the interests of the industrial and financial sectors, as well as between multinationals and small businesses. The general preference for avoiding state
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intervention and favoring self-regulation also contributed to the limited impact on the rate of US subsidiaries’ establishment. The Aliens Federal Police estimated that permit denial reached 25% in 1962.101

A slowdown of the process would happen soon afterward, most likely for external reasons. Diplomatic tensions with the US reached a climax in 1962, with the US Congress taking steps to revise the Revenue Act to prevent fiscal evasion in tax havens, and the US delegates sitting on the Fiscal Committee of the OECD urging action against the abuses resulting from the existing double taxation agreements.102 These US offensives were strong enough to worry the Swiss financial sector, so that the Swiss Bankers Association called on its members to avoid further advertisements promoting Swiss banking secrecy and to avoid transactions that might give rise to polemics. By the mid-1960s, the Federal Council asserted that the pinnacle of US arrivals in Switzerland had already passed, an opinion shared by Industrie-Holding, the association of Swiss multinationals.103 Their impression is confirmed by the estimate of the number of subsidiaries of the 150 largest US multinationals in 1967 and 1975, which, while showing a continuous increase, was far less than that of the previous decade.104

**Conclusion: US FDI, Diverging Business Interests and Coordination in Motion**

This working paper has shed new light on an understudied consequence of the establishment of US multinationals in Europe: the competition it engendered on the national labor markets and its appraisal by Swiss businesses and political representatives. Moreover, the arrival of US multinationals in the Swiss labor market offers interesting insights on the day-to-day functioning of a coordinated capitalist system, when it has to deal with multinationals with different corporate habits. In point of fact, US FDI did not go unnoticed in post-war Switzerland. The increased demand for engineers, technicians, and office employees, driven by the creation of research centers and head offices, was perceived as having detrimental effects on the labor market by the majority of Swiss businesses, with the exception of the banking sector and fiscal law firms. Their views were influenced by the economic features of postwar Switzerland. Indeed, to characterize the period from the mid-1950s until the mid-1960s, contemporaries would speak of “economic overheating”, marked by steady economic growth, full employment, massive immigration and inflationary tendencies. Within this context, US multinationals were criticized for their lack of adaptation to local practices by offering higher wages and better working conditions, especially at the expense of small Swiss businesses and declining industries. Ultimately, it was feared that their hiring practices would lead to inflation and be a threat to the competitiveness of the Swiss export industries. The fact that job creation by foreign companies was not perceived positively is rather counter-intuitive with respect to current debates in which multinationals are often criticized because of offshoring of jobs. These findings also nuance the historiography that depicts Switzerland as an exclusively welcoming and liberal tax evasion hub. While the
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consolidation of Switzerland as a tax haven was certainly one of the most distinctive features of Swiss postwar economy, it also created unintended consequences for other segments of Swiss business.

The strategies of the Swiss business and political representatives were highly embedded in Switzerland’s institutions. In the VOC literature, Switzerland is categorized as coordinated economy, while several specialists of Swiss capitalism refined this ideal type and spoke rather of a “liberal” variant of coordinated economy, because of the prevalence of voluntary gentlemen’s agreements within the private sector and the usually limited role of the state. Regarding Switzerland’s postwar labor market, coordination took shape through collective labor agreements at the sectoral level, through employers’ self-coordination to prevent salary overbidding and employee poaching, and through the use of immigration as a means to adapt the labor force to the economic climate and to ensure that less competitive segments of the economy would find enough workers. The arrival of US multinationals had a disturbing influence on these settings, but the main Swiss business associations expressed strong preferences for self-regulation and limited state intervention, especially when it would interfere with investment decisions. The first strategy of Swiss businesses was to sensitize the newcomers to local practices, especially with respect to the usual range of salaries. US multinationals, as the Monsanto and IBM cases showed, were indeed more easily accepted when providing guarantees to adapt to the local context and when contributing to the financing of national public research. Nevertheless, business interest associations also recognized that voluntary agreements with employers could have only limited effects since it was in the DNA of companies to pursue growth, and, if necessary, to engage the necessary means to attract a suitable workforce. Moreover, since the Swiss constitution guarantees the “freedom of commerce and industry”, the Swiss authorities, even if they wished to, could not legally prevent the establishment of foreign subsidiaries. When the situation seemed completely out of control at the beginning of the 1960s, the Swiss authorities, with the Vorort’s consent, used the regulation of immigration through permit approval as a subtle way of erecting administrative obstacles for US multinationals. Labor unions were not included in these discussions that took place between the federal and cantonal administrations, the main national business interest associations, and the cantonal chambers of commerce.

The diversity of Swiss business interests explains why, despite the criticism raised by US multinationals’ hiring practices, no firm actions were taken. Swiss multinationals and outward-oriented industries renounced any obviously protectionist measures in fear of retaliation. Moreover, the willingness of banks and cantons to attract more clients and taxpayers undermined the envisioned administrative complications which ultimately had only limited effects. Indeed, Swiss Multinationals and banks would not take action to preserve the less competitive segments of the economy at the cost of their own prosperity. Consequently, while the general classification of the Swiss capitalist system as being coordinated certainly proves relevant, this analysis shows that when one observes coordination in motion and in a contextualized fashion, its fragilities and the existence of latent forces for change become quite apparent. US companies’ arrival and its challenges was to some extent merely revealing the difficulties of reconciling diverging interests within the Swiss economy, especially between the losers and winners as a result of globalization. Interestingly, in studies inspired by the VOC literature, the strengthening of competition laws in Switzerland and the abandonment of protectionist measures favoring agriculture and the inward-oriented industry at the beginning of the 1990s, is often depicted as a necessary reaction to globalization and European integration, i.e. driven by external forces which push to a convergence with the liberal model. Other authors have nevertheless underlined the importance of multinationals in promoting these policy changes in Switzerland,
as well as at the European level, bringing more agency into this story. The business history approach, based on the study of MNEs from host and home countries, therefore introduces granularity in the VOC approach and in these debates by showing that the specific interests of MNEs constituted a Damocles sword that hung over the national coordinated market economy for decades to come.